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The last Vienna transport concept was declded on in 1994 Many measures have been imple- 

mented, for instance parking space management and the further expansion of the U-Bahn and 

cycle tracks However, many of the underlying conditions have also changed significantly since 

1994, and therefore it is time for a new plan the Transport Master Plan Vienna 2003. 

The Transport Master Plan Vienna 2003 closely addresses Vienna's role within the new Europe 

Vienna as TEN node, Vienna as the potential main beneficiary of the expansion of the EU, 

Vienna as a technology metropolis and economic location. However, within this broad frame- 

work, the Master Plan 2003 also defines speciflc strategies and measures addressing the spe- 

cial transport needs of Vienna In producing the Master Plan, new standards were set in terms 

of the participation of the populauon, dtstnct authorities and institutions. the everyday "trans- 

port expenence" of Viennese citizens, as weil as the opintons of transport experts, were incor- 

porated into one of the most extensive public participation procedures in Austna. The result is 

a modern and future-oriented transport concept for the next 20 years. 

The Transport Master Plan Vienna 2003 is innovative, hut not utopian. It is onented around clear 

pnonties, hut is not fundamentalistic. It is specific hut not constnctive. It is open to the new 

Europe. hut is a plan for the future of Vienna The aim now is to implement the Transport Master 

Plan Vienna 2003 as fully as possible over the next 20 years 

Executive City Counollor for Urban Development and Transport 

Rudolf Schicker 
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1. Starting Position 

1. Starting Position 

The City of Vienna's Transport Master Plan for 2003, in dialogue with its citizens, sets the direc- 

tion of the development of the city's traffic systems for the next twenty years On the one hand, 

the positive developments of the past will be maintained, while on the other hand Vienna is 

facing up to new challenges such as the imminent enlargement of European Union. The cen- 

tral focus of all aspects is the competitiveness of Vienna as a business location. In addition, 

inter-regional traffic flows need to be linked and managed. All of these factors need to be dealt 

with without adversely affecting the quality of life of the Viennese citizens 

On a professional level, the new Transport Master Plan has been conceived as part of a co-ope- 

rative consultancy process, with active participation by the relevant municipal authorities and 

departments, the central responsibility lay with municipal department 18 A core working team 

was responsible for the organisation and for specialist input 

Citizens ware ahle to express their suggestions, proposals and cnticisms in respect of the traf- 

fic system by means of a wide-ranging participation and information process. About 80% of 

these suggestions provided a sound working basis. as they corresponded to the basic pnnci- 

ples and objectives of the Master Plan and district traffic commissions. 

The public partrcrpated in the deuelopment of Viennaa Transpon Master plan 

Since the 1994 Transport Concept decision, improvement measures have been implemented, 

such as the expansion of parking space management and an increase in the scope of public 

transport available. with the extensions of the U3 and U6 lines; the quality of these has been 

made superficially more attractive by structural and operational measures. However, there is 

still a need for an expansion of the road and raii network and the construction of the Vienna 

Central Train Station — Centre of Europe and goods terminals. The increased density of stops on 

the Vienna regional rail network, the giving of pnonty to trams and buses. the expansion of the 
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bicycle lane network, are given top pnonty on the agenda Improvements are also necessary in 

co-operation with the city and the regions These include linking in with European and national 

transport policies and the harmonisation of spatial planning and traffic development in the 

Vienna region. 

However, an essential prerequisite for the development of Vienna as an attractive location is the 

optimum incorporation in particular of rail station and terminal faokties into the Transeuropean 

Transport Network iTEN) In the rail sector absolute pnonty is given to the expansion of the 

Transeuropean Transport Network to include rail connections Vienna airport — Eisenstadt — Sopron 

and the rail destinations Pans — Munich — Vienna — Budapest and Berlin — Prague — Vienna — Tneste 

The most important aspects of the road network are the regional line S 1, the integration of the A5 

and the incorporation of the AB — Kittsee/Bratislava link road — into the Transeuropean network 

This transport infrastructure has to be financed. In accordance with the draft of the European 

guideline for charging for transport infrastructure use, which forme the basis for charging 

tolle for road traffic, at present tolls can only be charged for top-class, motorway-type roads. 

Vienna demands to be able to include all external costs in calculating toll levels and the option 

of cross-financing between road and rail 

In order not to put the integration of the underground, tram and bus systems at nsk, in connection 

with liberalisation of public urban passenger transport systems. the City of Vienna advocates the 

position that there should be a choice between direct contracting and performance and controlled 

competition. Should decisions be given in the higher courts which make further Iiberalisation com- 

pulsory, exceptions must be made for rail transport systems 

On a national level the Federal government is responsible for ensunng sufficient performance 

of the traffic infrastructure, this is recorded in the General Transport Plan of 2002. From the 

point of view of Vienna, a tightening-up is needed of the timetables for implementation of the 

rail projects. In addition, innovative financing methods are needed. 

It has already been noted in the City Development Plan 1994 that it is essential for the spati- 

al development of the Vienna region to align settlement structures with top-quality public trans- 

port. This traffic policy aim is directly hnked to the economic necessity of major investment in 

the extension of the underground network in order benefit future residential developments. 

Only the combination of ready availability of building land and substanbal development poten- 

tial with effective connecuons to high-quality urban and regional road and rail networks, will be 

sufficient to attract top-quality residential and commercial developments, even though land pn- 

ces are high in the urban core zone. 
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However, the development of mobility also depends on other factors, such as demographie 

trends. By 2020 the population in the wider Vienna district will have increased, while the popu- 

lation figures for the densely-populated inner city will have stagnated, the dynamic growth being 

concentrated in the suburban areas 

After a phase of becoming younger (since 1970), the Viennese population is once again 

"ageing", and the mobility of older people will increase considerably. Their degree of motonsed 

transport use is already increasing This development will intensify over the next ten years Time 

patterns which are at present fairly fixed, such as working hours, school start and finishing 

times, shop opening hours, are becoming ever more flexible and the trend towards individua- 

lisation is increasing (differing lifestyles and changing behaviour patterns depending on time of 

life). Good education opportunities and the trend towards a service-based society increase the 

employment opportunities for warnen. Independence and motorised transport use among 

women will increase. 

Globalisation demands the international integration and networking of the economy. Increased 

spatial division of work will increase transport distances The commercial zones find themsel- 

ves competing to attract companies The quality of the transport system is becoming an essen- 

tial location critenon. 
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Telecommunications allow for increased efficiency in the transport system, including the pro- 

vision of improved information, and optimisation of lane management Teleworking from home 

and "desk shanng" at work are leading to a breakdown in fixed working hours and regular rush 

hours. It does not rnean reduced mobility, but only a change in times and also changes bet- 

ween different purposes for journeys (e. g. more leisure trips). 

Austna has committed itself to a 13% reduction in polluting emissions by 2010, compared 

with 1990. Regardless of this, however, emissions have risen by 9%, and traffic plays a dispro- 

portionate part in this 

To summarise: the city's transport policy is confronted with numerous trends and conf licts bet- 

ween economic and planning pokcies, enwronmental and transport policies, which conf lict with 

its aims Intelligent innovations are required to overcome the challenges it faces and solve con- 

f licts of oblecbves 
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2. Transport policy mndde 

A prosperous urban region — as the "Vienna Region" should be — depends on the activities of 

its citizens and the economy, and on mobility. As already established, this mobility should not 

adversely affect quality of life also of the following generauon The responsibillity is represent- 

ed by the term Intelligent mobility — intelligence on the move . 

Various factors are essential to achieve this intelligent mobility. 

Ftg 7 Beete pnnctpiea' the pentagon of "tntelltgent mobrlrty 
" 

Substainability 

Effectiveness 
Intelligent 
Mobility 

Innovation 

Acceptance Cooperation 

Sustainability 

means the methods of the present to be such as to leave future generations optimum satis- 

faction of their needs as weil The pillars of sustainable development are. social lustice, future- 

oriented economic systems and sustainable use of the natural enwronment The following pnn- 

cipal oblectives are denved from this 

I Traffic prevention in the sense of urban development and spatial planning which reduces 

the need for mobility while giving a high quality of life in the city 

I Transport shifts by modifying behaviour. In the Transport Master Plan 2003 the following 

transport mode distribution oblectives are set for Viennese citizens: 

— Reduction of individual car journeys to 25% of all iourneys. 

Increase in cycle transport to 8% as quickly as possible 

Increase in public transport from 34% to 40%. 
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In the area of transport extending beyond the urban boundaries, transport mode 

distribution between public transport and motonsed individual transport from 

35%/65% to 45%/55%. 

arg 2 Targets tor the drstrrbvtron of moden or iransport osed hy the llrennese ievery day) 
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I Sustainable economic development 

In order to strengthen the regional economic basis and further develop export competence, 

the accessibility from outside and within the Vienna region must be assured This is done 

by means of the TEN node already described and by improvements for the 

necessary commercial traffic (delivery journeys, stopping and parking places) and 

giving pnonty to this over private car lourneys. 

I Sustainable social development 

Social equality, equality of opportunity and taking account of the different lifestyle 

requirements of man and women (gender mainstreaming) are the central strategie 

focal points of the City of Vienna for sustainable social development. In Vienna pnonty 

is given here to the social- and gender-related distnbution of mobility opportunities. 

These include the improvement of opportunities for people with mobility difficulties, 

design of traffic system in accordance with the 22 senses pnnciple" (hearing/vision, 

heanng/touch, vision/touch), adiusting the transport behaviour of man to the more 

urban-fnendly transport behavtour of women and the clear increase in traffic safety 

(reduction in the number of deaths and iniuries) 

I Sustainable environmental development 

In 1999 the Climate Protecuon Programme (Kltmaschutzprogramm — KLIP) was adopted by 
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the municipal council. This contains as obligatory, forming defining obiectives for the 

Transport Master Plan, a reduction in COz emissions caused by traffic by 5% per head by 

20)0 and a reduction in noise pollution caused by traffic 20% fewer cttizens should feel 

affected by traffic noise nuisance by 2020 

Snatatnabtltty begtna in the mind 

Effectiveness 

Mobility which conserves resources requires a high level of conceptual imagination at the 

organisational stage. For example intelligent car use (car shanng) and FIGV usage (reducbon 

in empty Iourneys) An important element in increasing economic efficiency in mobility deve- 

lopment is the inciusion of external costa (enwronmental impact costs). 

Acceptance 

Intelligent Mobility" requires permanent dialogue based on trust between all concerned, this 

means information, communication and motivation as prerequisites for raising awareness, 

which is the first step towards changing behaviour patterns. 

Cooperation 

In order to implement the objectives of the "Transport Master Plan 2003", the City of Vienna 

needs partners, which include the surrounding distncts, the regional authority, the OBB 

(Austnan Federal Railways), public-private partnerships and other bodies beyond the national 

boundaries, the neighbounng countnes to the north and aast All these partners must be inclu- 

ded in prolects at an early stage, to avoid conf licts of interest and therefore improve the overall 

plan quality 
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Innovation 

All oblectives of sustainability, effectiveness, acceptance and cooperation can only be achieved 

through innovation in terms of procedures, organisation, implementation, infrastructure and 

technology These must be promoted or developed by the City of Vienna itself In the past, 

Vienna has always played a leading role in such matters This tradition should continue and 

become a part of the city's self-image 

ULF — Ulrra Low Floor tram step-in height 0 

The claim of the Transport Master Plan 2003 is that it develops and prepares for the imple- 

mentation of successful and feasible central aspects and carry on the issues of transport pohcy: 

Fahle 2 Main pornts tor negotlatlon 

W Safer mobility (Vision Zero): 
Drastic reduction in the number of 
deaths and inlunes 

W Great cychng: 
A leap forward in the quality of cycling 

W U-Bahn incentives for city development 
Development zones weil-connected 

by public transport 

W Mobility 

The development of an all-inclusive transport 
and mobility management system 

W Stop only at designated stops: 
Systematic pnonty given to tram and bus 

a Road and rail for Europe: 
Road and rail systems to be developed to 
improve the location and make residential areas 
quieter, to speed up public transport and improve 

cycling and pedestnan traffic, while designing 
roads and paths to give in lees overloaded road 

network 
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3. Mobility 

Mobility is not only limited by physical local changes, but is also determined by spatial struc- 

ture and time (working hours, school hours, etc ) Mobility can also occur without changing 

location, e g due to telecommunications or the New Media. 

Around 75% of all Vienna residents undertake at least one journey a day, on average of 5 km, 

and taking their daily iourneys into account they are travelling for just over one hour. 

The environmentally-fnendly modes of transport (walking, cyciing, public transport) in built-up 

urban areas with a good mix of uses represent a substantially higher proportion than in the out- 

lying distncts Of commuters into Vienna, 65% use indwidual cars and only 35% environmen- 

tally-fnendly modes of transport. 71% of women use these modes of transport, hut only 56% 

of men. The transport behaviour of women is thus considerably more environmentally friendly 

than that of men 

The commuter traffic of Viennese workers represented around 22% of all journeys in 200I. 

Men make the journey to work substantially more frequently by car than do women. On the 

other hand, women more frequently use public transport for lourneys to and from work 

Increasing prospenty and economic structural changes have, together with increased car 

ownership, led to dynamic growth in journeys to work from beyond the city boundanes. A tar- 

geted programme in hne with planning and traffic policies should halt the growth in distances 

between place of residence and place of work, increasing the proportion of environmentally- 

friendly modes of transport and the number of passengers per vehicle in private vehicles used 

for commuter lourneys, and reducing the difference in the number of journeys to work made 

by motorised individual transport and public transport. 

9% of all journeys by the population of Vienna are made for training and education purpo- 

ses by men and women in more or lese equal numbers. Two concurrent trends affect this traf- 

fic for training and education purposes, the deciining birth rate and the lengthening of training 

and education penods. Taken together these two factors mean that the number of people in 

training remains about the same Essentially here, too increasing of the quality of public space 

and environmentally-fnendly modes of transport are to be preferred 

The population of Vienna makes 31% of all journeys in connection with leisure activities. A 

number of changes, such as flexible working hours, longer holidays, lowenng of the pension 

age and higher life expectancy, are reflected in this aspect of mobility. It is also relevant here 

to ensure that environmentally-friendly modes of transport are favoured, in addnion to expan- 
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ding the range of cultural and leisure activities available in the city and designing urban public 

spaces appropnately. 

Fig 3 Chosen means of transpon used by the ihennese accordrng to types of area (every day) in per cent 

Total 

1993 2001 

3 3 

Densely built-up 

areas (1-9, 20) 
1993 2001 

1 4 

Suburban areas 
(11, 13, 21-23) 

1993 2001 

"Mixed" areasn 

( 10, 12, 14-19) 
1993 2001 

2 2 
Bicycle 

On foot 

Car, as passenger 

Car, as dnver 

Motorised two-wheeler 
1 

I Public transport 

Distncts with densely built-up and lese dansely built-up areas 

Source' Socialdata, results of a mohrlrty study carned out ln connectlon with the developrnent of tha llienna rtansport Master 
Plan 2003, l/renne, 2002 

Similar factors apply to shopping trips. Approx. 26% of journeys by the Viennese are for shop- 

ping and private business, with women making around a third more journeys for these purpo- 

ses than man, using enwronmentally-fnendly modes of transport to a particularly high degree 

The increase in services provided to high-qua)ity very easily-accessible locations will continue. 

These include U-Bahn and S-Bahn stations in the built-up urban area and the major road net- 

work in the suburban and surrounding areas The opening times of businesses and public buil- 

dings are becoming ever more flexible The trend towards a "24-hour oty" is also affecting 

Vienna In this area, too, journeys are being shortened and such lourneys are being compelled 
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towards the environmentally-friendly modes of transport. Pnonty should be given at present to 

a comprehensive range of local shopping facihties 

„er ~ 

Mornrng ruch hour on ihe Gumoendoirer Guriei 

Around 6% of journeys are made for commercial/official purposes and accompanying others 

(fetching and carrying). Here, too the differences in roles between men and women are sub- 

stantial. The proportion of women using enwronmentally-fnendly modes of transport for this 

kind of lourney is twice as high as that of men. 

These accompaniment journeys are to a large extent for the fetching and carrying of children 

to and from nursery school, taking children to school and leisure activities Because of the trend 

towards greater distances between home and schani and leisure activities, a growth in the use 

of cars may be expected. And so in these areas measures should be taken above all to increa- 

se safety and promote better use of public spaces 

City tourism is an essential economic factor for Vienna This has steadily increased over recent 

decades Tounsm traffic gives rise above all to problems which are limited in space and time. 

Further growth can be expected in future both in "normal" city tounsm and congress tounsm. 

In particular, organised "senior tounsm" and event-oriented city tounsm look set to boom The 

effects can only be countered if the public transport system to attractions is promoted in order 

to minimise the negative effects of tounst coach transport. A bus tounsm concept will be drawn 

up by 2004. 
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Mobility of goods 

A weil-functioning goods transport system is an essential prerequisite for the quality of Vienna 

as a commercial location However, commercial transport does cause problems 10% of car 

Journeys are responsible for 20 — 25% of COa emissions and 70% of nitrogen oxide emissions 

HGV transport contnbutes substantially to noise pollution and disproportionately to road wear 

and tear. 

The traffic mileage and volume in the domestic transport of goods has decreased in recent 

years Considerable increases in traffic volume were still seen in traffic to and from the region 

and through traffic. This growth was triggered by the opening up of the East, the inclusion of 

Austna in the EU and the continuing integration in the world economy In the next ten to fifteen 

years, a continuation of this dynamic process is expected with the expansion of the EU. 

The City of Vienna faces several challenges in the areas of goods transportauon on the one 

hand, with domestic transport, traffic systems should enable f lews which are as free as possi- 

ble from obstructions and hindrances, hut on the other hand, stagnating traffic volumes not- 

withstanding, an effective reduction in environmental pollution and the alleviation of spatial 

and time-related key problems is needed The development of the road network must facilitate 

a reduction in the risk of iams at particularly prone road intersections, while at the same time 

reducing the burden on the residential population and more sensitive uses, without encoura- 

ging people to turn to using cars 

A range of measures needs to be implemented for the development of the TEN network in the 

Vienna region in order to improve the infrastructure. This includes expansion of the railway 

lines and establishment of high-throughput goods terminals. The strengthening of the "logistics 

competence" of Vienna as a commercial location is a central negotiation aspect of the city's 

transport and economic policies The area of City Logistics, which should basically function as 

part of the pnvate economy, will be strengthen by Vienna; obstructions to traffic should be 

reduced and logistics locations be ensured by the urban planning policies. 
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Frg 4 Infrastiuorure for the TEN node region of Vienna freit, watei airt 
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The measures for implementing the objectlves connected with mobility will be found in the fol- 

lowing sections 
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4. Traffjc safety 

Europe-wide studies show that Vienna is one of the cities with the highest traffic safety rates 

Safety has increased substantially on Vienna's streets in the last 20 years. Between 1983 and 

1988 the number of accidents involving personal iniury has dropped by around 35%, and the 

number of deaths is down by as much as approx 75%. Since 1998, however a turn-round in 

the trend has been noted, requinng stronger efforts towards improving traffic safety. 

Fig 5 Figuies tor deaths in I/ienna 7553-2002 
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source: lrienna city Administration, MA 45, I/ienna, 2002 

As a lang-term traffic safety aim, Vienna is pursuing the "Vision Zero" — no deaths as a result 

of road traffic The number of iniunes should be reduced by 50% by 2020. 

Traffic safety is a fundamental pnnciple, which must be taken into account under all other 

implementation headings With a comprehensive traffic policy programme, which also inclu- 

des a change in traffic emphasis towards more environmentally-friendly modes of transport, 

reduction in road and street miieage and a reduction in car speeds overall, together with the 

implementation of road safety measures, the adaptation of legal frameworks and effective moni- 

tonng, this objective should be achieved. But other measures are also helpful here, such as the 

improvement of potential accident black spots through improving visibility. Street markings, kerb 

features and traffic islands, and safety audits when considenng all planning issues, increased 

consideration of safety for the users of public spaces and the implementation of targeted awa- 

reness campaigns on traffic safety, all have a roie. Vienna requires the federal government to 

undertake stronger monitonng of the flow of car traffic, the introduction of dnvers' licence 

penalty points systems and increasing fines for traffic offences. 
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5. The road netvvork and public spaces 

The road network serves the purpose of linking and providing accessibility to urban functions. 

In addition to traffic flows and stationary vehicles, public transport, cycles and pedestrian traf- 

fic. the road network also provides public space for spending time and meeung people. Finally, 

the streets are also an element of urban planning and have environmental roles (lighting, venti- 

lation, provision of green space). Given limited space, these vanous requirements will inewtably 

lead to conf licts, which must be tackled using structurai and organisational measures. The des- 

ired increase in the proportion of public transport, pedestrian traffic and cycles, means that 

investment and planning for the modification and expansion measures in the next few years 

most be in this direction In expanding and increasing the main street network, the emphasis 

will be on relieving existing residential areas In designating new residential areas a network 

should be ensured which is sufficient to link in public transport with the requirements of non- 

motonsed traffic The comprehensive existing main street network of the City of Vienna, at pre- 

sent extending to around 700 km, is structured around the cntena required for cars A new 

arrangement of the network should better correspond to the traffic policy aims and contain 

clear rules on dealing with conf licts of use on the streets. 

The new main street network should consists of higher-pnonty car transport streets, of streets 

with high sequenced tram and bus lanes and high frequenced pedestrian streets. The require- 

ments of the road system ansing from increased cycling must be fulfilled separately from the 

above main road network functions. A change to the existing main road network affects the 

diwsion of financing responsibilities between the central government and the districts In addi- 

tion to the specialist critena, it must also be considered in terms of the budgetary require- 

ments. Thus the re-shaping of the street network must be undertaken together with the 

districts 

In addition to the re-evaluation of the street network, the increased provision of permanent and 

temporary traffic-free zones and generously-dimensioned pavements should provide a tangible 

quality of äfe on the urban street scene. Areas dedicated to meeting-places, seating, relaxing 

and more commercialised purposes such as email public gardens (Schanigärten), lead to a posi- 

tive animation of the street scene (provide the necessary traffic circulation space is kept free). 

Speciai prowsions for children include not only the best possible playgrounds, but also a wide 

range of safe and attractive play facilities in public spaces 
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As the shortage of space in the public street network often leads to confiicts between the dif- 

ferent traffic types and road users. when undertaking extension and modification measures, 

appropnate priorities should be set. The highest pnonty is given to minimum standards for 

pedestrians. Next, account must be taken of the needs of public transport. Next are comfort 

improvement considerations for pedestnans extending beyond the minimum standards even on 

those streets which are not considered part of the main pedestrian network. Following pede- 

strian and public transport requirements, the minimum standards for cyclist traffic on the main 

street network should be applied, e. g cycle lanes on main streets, shared use of bus lanes, 

safe systems around tram and bus stops, no diversions ovar neighbounng lane networks. Next 

in the chain of pnonties is the flow of car traffic, which has priority over parked traffic in the 

motorised indiwdual transport road network A change in pnonties is always possible on essen- 

tial grounds (e. g. special requirements for commercial traffic) 
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6. Pedestrlan traffic 

6. Pedcstrian traffic 

Every road or path — whether destined for cycles, cars or public transport systems — begins and 

ends with a footpath For this reason the requirements for pedestnan traffic affect all sectors of 

the population, hut in particular those who have a lower travel radius in their everyday move- 

ments and make the maionty of their lourneys on foot, such as the elderly or children. 60% of 

all journeys on foot are made by women; only 40% by men The proportion of women inlu- 

red in road traffic accidents in Vienna is around 20%, hut as high as approx. 60% of deaths. In 

addition to children and young people, the elderly are particularly at nsk Increased road safe- 

ty for pedestrians therefore has top pnonty 

For women and girls, personal safety is of great importance in addition to road safety If too 

little emphasis is placed in the design of traffic areas on orientation, field of view and visibility, 

insecure and threatening situations can be created which limit mohihty choices. 

In order to stabilise pedestrian traffic at the present high level, to improve the quality of life for 

pedestnans, to increase their road safety and to increase the mobility choices for people with 

special needs, the following package of measures should be implemented 

Creation of a comprehensive interconnecting pedestrian network, which is designed to take 

account of the pedestrian-based economy Thus in built-up areas the emphasis is on the targe- 

ted opening-up of gaps (e. g opening up already dedicated passages) and the possibility of 

unrestricted passage between different levels. In less densely built-up areas, the creation of 

attractive pedestrian connections (safe daytime and night-time routes) is essential. 

A constant freely-accessible minimum pavement width of 2. 00m should also be ensured 

when planning new open spaces and temporary installations, such as car parking spaces. In 

the case of existing pavements. if the spatial prerequisites do not allow for a pavement width 

of 2. 00m, a minimum accessible width of 1r5m should be ensured. A clear headroom of 2 20m 

should also be provided, to prevent head and ehest iniunes. 

More space for pedesrnans 
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The interfaces between the main street network and the secondary street network should 

be clearly recognisable by means of special structural measures (e. g. continuous pavements, 

the removal of multi-level intersections). In the case of traffic-light-controlled pedestnan cros- 

sings, the average waiting time for pedestnans should be reduced to max 40 seconds, and the 

green phase in seconds should be equal to the crossing length in metres The solution to dif- 

ferences in levels should be improved by protnding existing kerbs with rampe for wheelchairs 

and children's buggies Public transport stops and high-throughput under- and overpasses 

should be fitted as standard with lifts. 

For individual car traffic, outside the main street network, the aim will be the introduction of 

interlinked "Tempo 30 30 kmh speed limit zones. 30 kmh speed limits promote road safety 

and are a prerequisite for mixed transport systems 

The subfective feeling of safety should be increased by a lively environment giving nse to posi- 

tive social control. It is important to ensure orientation, field of inew and visibility, and sufficient 

lighting of public transport routes and stops 

In order to improve orientation for persons with limited mobility, light signals with additional 

audible and tactile signals should be installed in consultation with speciahst representatives of 

organisations for the disabled, together with audible and tactile guidance and information 

systems on the streets 
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7. Cycle traffic 

7. Cycle traffic 

The proportion of cyclists of the overall traffic volume in Vienna has varied in recent years bet- 

ween 3 and 4. 596 Traffic statistics show, however, that cycling has developed from a purely lei- 

sure and sporting activity to an everyday mode of transport. It is an alternative to motori- 

sed forme of transport, particularly in densely built-up urban areas for journeys of up to 5km 

ptg 6 Annual chan of cycle traffic at the Burgnng permanent meaaunng point, Jene 2002 to June 2003 
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However, with this increasing traffic volume, the proportion of accidents involving personal inlu- 

ry to cyclists has increased. This increase in cycle lanes, which are better laid out with a wew 

to safety. could lead to a stop in this trend, hut at present a noticeable increase is still obser- 

ved. If the proportion of cycle lourneys by the Viennese population is to be increased to 8% 

under these circumstances, then general cycle-friendly conditions must be created. 

The cycling network of the future, which should be completed by means of the so-called TGap- 

Closing Programme" (Netzlückenschluss-Programm) is charactensed by top-quality provision and 

unified standards, which include clear signposting. In order to provide for the vaned require- 

ments of cyclists, a duty to designate cycle tracks should be included in the Road Traffic 

Regulations 

The spatial provision for cycle traffic should be in accordance with the mix principle (see 

Street Network Section — 30 kmh speed limit zones). Improvement of the crossing facilities in 
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pedestrian zones and on main roads, and the opening up of one-way cycle lenes — cycle lanes 

contrary to the flow of traffic on one-way streets should be the norm — should provide additio- 

nal support for cycling-friendly conditions. 

Secure, comfortable cycle parking areas are also an important feature of the programme, for- 

ming a legal part of the construction or renovation of buildings. and promoted by the creation 

of cycle parking facthties in the densely built-up area, and in the case of the older building stock, 

by innovative pilot projects. At public transport stops and stations, in particular in the outlying 

distncts, weil-designed. secure "Bike B Ride" facilities should be established 

Fig 7 Marn cycie track network 

Legend — Existing main cycle track network 
- -- Cycle track network — existmg parallel routes — Cycle track network — gaps which need to he closed — Supplementary knks 

Around C 30 million has been budgeted for the further expansion of the cycle track network 

by 2008. Soma of the funds collected from parking meters may also be used for the esta- 

blishment of cycle parking facilities 
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8 Public transport 

8. Public transport 

The attractiveness of public transport is evaluated differently depending on the area; in the built-up 

inner city in areas where pnonty is given to public transport and along the U-Bahn axes, the public 

transport on offer is constantly becoming more attractive, and passenger numbers are increasing 

The proportion of public transport is increasing However, in the case of commuter traffic between 

Vienna and the surrounding areas, supply and demand is stagnating. Only 35% of "lourneys to 

work" across the city boundanes are undertaken using public transport 

Today's requirements demand the optimum networking of different modes of transport and the 

activities of individual service providers, bnnging together the individual services to protnde a 

high-quahty operation covenng the whole of the city region Cooperation within this networking 

strategy is the theme of the regional transport concept S-Bahn plus, the fourth public transport 

expansion phase and priontisation of trams and buses are particular points for negotiation 

In the European context Vienna should be further developed in its capacity as a TEN node. 

Together with the highway extensions, Vienna should become an attractive transit and trans- 

fer point for passenger travel (long-distance travel, personal public transport) and an inter- 

mode goods transport interchange with the prerequisite of the establishment of a logistics clu- 

ster In the area of the South-East station a through travel station for long-distance travel and 

public transport (Vienna Central Train Stauon — Centre of Europa) should be established and 

attractively linked to the U1 Sudtiroler Platz station which is to be modernised For internatio- 

nal bus connections a central bus station is needed. The West Station, essential for long- 

distance and local connections, should be made marc attractive as part of the overall station 

strategy. Regarding frequency, the range of services to the centres of the regional capitals and 

long-distance services to EU entry stations should be substantially improved 

Concerning regional transport, by the end of 2003 the S-Bahn concept of 1998 will have been 

revised with the objective of substantially increasing the proportion of commuter traffic from 

the regions In addition to infrastructure and operational requirements. quality-onented measu- 

res should also be specified, such as a new S-Bahn train type and the redesign of the S-Bahn 

stations to a standard equivalent to that of the Vienna U-Bahn stations. For email-scale locali- 

sed coverage, an attractive regional bus service is needed, whereby the accessibility of the 

end terminals of these regional bus lines — with the future terminals of the public transport net- 

work of Vienna — should be supported by the protnsion of regional bus corndors. 

The U-Bahn is by far the most popular and — in terms of passenger increase — the most suc- 

cessful inner-city mode of transport When the U-Bahn extensions of the 3rd expansion phase 
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(U t North, U2 Aspern) become operational in 2009. the Vienna U-Bahn will compnse around 

75 km and around 100 stations. When undertaking the line extensions and network expan- 

sions priority is given to those sections where there is adequate potential for further urban deve- 

lopment or an essential contnbution to improve traffic mode split can be made, which affects 

in particular non-Viennese citizens. 

These are: 

I U1 South in the Rothneusiedl area, 

I U2 North in the Aspern airport direction, 

I U2 extension from Karlsplatz through the Aspanggrunde area to the Arsenal and the 

South-East freight station, 

I U6 North in the direction of Stammersdorf/Rendezvousberg 

U1 Bestand 
Verlängerung 2000 
Verlängerung in Planung 

Bestand 
Verlängerung 2000 
Verlängerung in Ranung 

U3 
U4 

US Bestand 
Verlsngerung in Planung 'tt6 

' P~a' 'fj 

iris 

s 

U6/ jlagner Qhn 

S-Bahn 
Badnsr Bahn 

Straasnbahn Bestand 
Netzerweitsrung 

In the South the „Badner-Bahn" — a local line — shall be connected with the U6 line to the north 

of Wr. Neudorf, providing a mixed-mode hnk, with a branch to be provided near the Tscherttegasse. 

Fig. 8: 4 Public transport expansion phase 
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8. Public transport 

in order to increase the proportion of iourneys made by pubhc transport, the existing U-Bahn 

network most be combined with another attractwe mode of public transport serving a wide 

area with a service which meets the demands of passengers both operationally and from the 

point of view of infrastructure 

Priority must be given to trams and buses along the whole of the lines, in particular in those 

distncts of the city which are not served by high-pnonty public transport modes (commuter 

trains, U-Bahn) Dedicated tracks or bus lanes, reactive traffic signals and the staged imple- 

mentation of a computer-controlied operating system should lead to faster lourney times. 

Attractive design of the stops (lighting, weather protection, seating and information) and the 

use of modern rolling stock (ULF — ultra low floor tram) should support passenger comfort. In 

particular, dunng peak travelling times, the intervals should be sufficient to meet demand 

A particularly important aspect for people with mobility difficulties is more information, such as 

umely train announcements. and increased comfort, both in waiting areas and also in terms 

of immediate access facilities to the pub(tc transport network. 

Network and coverage gaps should be rectified by means of the following line extensions: 

I Line 16: Flondsdorf — Kagran — Stadlau — EEltng/Gross Enzersdorf 

I Line 26: Strebersdorf — Flondsdorf — Kagraner Platz — Hirschstetten — Aspern (U2) 

I Line 27 Grossjedlersdorf — Siemensstrasse — Kagran 

I Line LL Extension ovar the North Station site to the Fnednch-Engels-Platz 

I Line 65 Extension over the Wienerbergstrasse to Meidling Station 

I Line 67/O Link to "Monte Laa" 

I Line 6. Extension to Schwechat 

Only stops at designated stops ptionty fot public suiface ttanspon 
Photo Wiener Linien, Ludwig 

in areas and at times of low demand for public transport the use of dial-a-nde buses, diel-up 

collective taxis and taxis should be increased further. 
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9. Motorised indjvjdual transport 

Over recent years the development of traffic in Vienna has been charactensed by the increase in 

motorised individual transport. An attractive public transport system, in particular the expansion of 

the U-Bahn and management of parking provision have reduced the level of increase in moto- 

rised individual transport, in particular in the densely built-up central areas of the city. Within the 

Gurte) the average loading has to an extent even decreased However, traffic on the urban motor- 

ways and in the outer distncts of the city is still increasing The south-aast tangent (A23) is the 

street in Vienna with the highest traffic density, with over 210, 000 vehicles per 24 hours, and is 

therefore particularly )rable to iams. But other stretches and intersections in the Viennese road net- 

work also have capacity bottlenecks which lead to jams at peak traffic periods. The development 

of the main road network most be carned out according to clear cntena and as part of a fully-inte- 

grated overall package. The arrangement of the projects into construction phases (see Appendix) 

has been made in accordance with the improvement of accessibility of Vienna as a commerci- 

al location, with a reduction in the hurden of traffic on residential and leisure areas, the provision 

of sensitive urban spaces, the new development of residential zones, the contnbution to the desired 

residential development and the desired modal sp)rt changes 

Fig 9. Road troildrng programme 

Legend ~ ASFINAB-nerwork 

B road ~ Expansion/new road 
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9. Motonsed individual transport 

The city-friendly development of the traffic system cannot be achieved without technical impro- 

vements to vehicles nor without associated safety measures. These include measures to redu- 

ce emissions such as soot and NOx filters for cars and commercial vehicles and increased 

monitoring of car emissions by mobile exhaust measuring schemes. Noise reduction measu- 

res such as low-noise road surfaces, noise insulating walls, the enlargement of 30 kmh speed 

limit tones are to be implemented together with weight limits for HGVs. 

In addition. targeted traffic management measures should ensure a smooth flow of traffic. 
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10. Stationary vehicles 

By means of the parking space management system introduced in 1994, traffic in distncts 

1 to 9th and 20th can be reduced by a reduction in long-term parking and parking space avai- 

lability and the parking space situation of the residential population improved 

At the same time the Vienna garage programme has been developed. In the framework of this 

scheme to date 160 commercial garages have been built in Vienna with around 50, 000 par- 

king spaces. The special "people's garages" programme provides for the idea of reduced-rate 

resident parking. 

The parking poiicy should contnbute to increasing more available space on the public streets 

for planning and other oses City expansion areas should be planned from the start to be pede- 

strian-friendly and give a high quality of life. Sufficient parking spaces should be provided for 

residents' cars and the businesses located there The parking space policy should be used to 

reduce car traffic 

In order to achieve or maintain a high quality of kfe in the densely built-up urban areas the fun- 

damental aim is to ensure that long-term parking spaces are moved from the streets to gara- 

ges or private parking areas. When building new garages the parking spaces within a radius 

of 500m should be reduced in accordance with the existing parking space density in public 

spaces Following on from the planning for public garages and collective garages for residenti- 

al developments, it should be established in consultation with the district authonties what are 

the proposals for reduction in open-air parking spaces. In all cases the organisation of statio- 

nary traffic in the pubhc street scene should be aligned with the standards for pedestnan traffic 

With regard to the organisation of the available parking spaces in the public street scene, the 

provision and use of pnvate parking areas and the garage programme, and the special pro- 

gramme for the promotion of garages ("people's garages" l should be developed further 

Over the next few years, further P5tR facilities linking penpheral sites with the main public 

transport systems are needed, for employees from the penpheral areas of Vienna and surroun- 

ding distncts to change to public transport in greater numbers. Within the Vienna city zone 

there are at present approx 5, 800 available PBR spaces. By 2010 the provision should be incre- 

ased to approx 14, 000 PBR spaces. In the long term, further schemes are to be provided in 

particular along the extended U-Bahn lines. In addition, in cooperation with the Land of 

Niederösterreich, the PBR facilities which make it easier for commuters from Niederosterreich 

to transfer to the S-Bahn while still in their own residential district should be expanded. In addi- 
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10. Stationary vehicles 

tion to the Park 8 Ride facilities in the region, Park B Dnve facilities should also be provided at 

selected car parks along the main road network outside Vienna, facilitating the formation of 

travelling communities to Vienna. 

Erg r 0 Existing and planned park & Ride locations 

Park & Ride - Programm der Stadt Wien 
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Source. City Admmistration — Urban Pianmng Diiectoiaie, vaiid September 2003 

The Viennese parking space management is a particularly effective instrument in the urban 

traffic policy, and is comparatively very successful internationally. Fee-generating parking 

should also be available in future without time limitation Bot the parking space policy stands 

and falls with the monitoring In the context of vehicle secunty and keeping the ways clear for 

pedestnans, the control of public parking areas should be expanded in future. 

In order to control car traffic, a limitation of private parking spaces associated with com- 

mercial premises, office blocks and shopping centres is also proposed To this end, govern- 

mental and fiscal instruments of control can be used (e. g. the introduction of maximum parking 

space limits, taxes on traffic-generating elements) However, all these measures must be agreed 

with Niederosterreich and the surrounding distncts, in order to prevent migration of businesses 

for whom good accessibility by car is essential out to the surrounding Niederosterreich area. 
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11. Shipping 

Over the last ten years shipping on the Danube has been expenencing permanent exceptional 

circumstances because of the political crises in the Balkans. This means that transport on the 

Danube has not developed as was expected. River-horne transport compares favourably ecolo- 

gically with the transport of goods by road, and so incentives should be introduced to impro- 

ve domestic river transport, a move which is supported both by the EU and the Federal 

government. The obiective of the City of Vienna is to increase the proportion of transport via 

the Danube waterway away from road transport and further extend the port of Vienna as a 

multi-modal goods transportation centre 

Only a few of the measures along the Danube which are necessary for achieving these trans- 

port policy oblectives lie within the decision-making sphere of the City of Vienna However the 

City promotes and supports the ecologically-sustainable expansion of the whole of the 

Rhinc-Main-Danube waterway in accordance with the international agreements which have 

been made. The improvement of the conditions for container ship transport, the introduction of 

the "Danube River Information Serwce" (DORIS) to improve performance and safety on the 

Danube waterway, the improvement of the Danube between Vienna and Bratislava and the 

quick removal of the pontoon bridge at Novi Sad and the associated recalculation of navigation 

fees, should all contribute to the improvement of the Danube as transport route and com- 

mercial waterway 

With an area of 350 ha, the port of Vienna is the Austna's biggest public port on the Danube 

With a concentration of over 100 companies on the interface where water, road and rail trans- 

port systems meet, the port of Vienna is also the biggest goods transport centre in Austria. 

The Port of Vienna should have a key role in developing Vienna into a modern, high-capacity, 

inter-modal transport interchange Essential to this is the construction of the Winterhafen bridge 

for rail traffic, the shift of the B 14 to the dockside road and the connection to the future S1, 

and the expansion of the tn-modal terminal for combined traffic in the Freudenau docks, the 

hundred-metre extension of the quays in the Albern docks to increase the handling capacity, 

the construction of a new depot for the storage of bulk goods, and the improvement of the 

high-water defence systems for the Freudenau and Albern docks 

Also important is the continuing of the allready started cooperation with other danube river 

terminals 
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12. Air transport 

12. Air transport 

During the period 1995 — 2002 the numbers of passengers terminating at Vienna Airport 

increased by approx. 40'/o to around 12 million. This increased has essentially resulted from 

the successful positioning in recent years of the airport as a West-East and increasing also as 

a West-Far East hub. Due to the expansion of the EU the catchment area of the airport has 

increased from 5 6 to 14. 3 million The current forecast of the Flughafen Wien AG airport com- 

pany shows a further increase of passenger throughput by 4. 6'/o per annum, in any case, 

growth will be above the European average. 

However, Vienna Airport is also a dynamically growing commercial location, the significance 

of which extends far beyond the mere development of air traffic (e. g. "Office Park" — a high-qua- 

lity office development with associated services for the cargo sector) The strong growth gene- 

rates considerable traffic problems on the ground — both on the airport site and also the rou- 

tes which feed it. The Prater intersection (A4, A23) is already overloaded with traffic at peak 

times 

At present access to and from the airport is insufficiently served by public transport. Growth of 

the airport can only continue if the proportion of personal public transport (trains, buses) is sub- 

stantially increased. The "City Airport Train (CAT), co-financed by OBB (Austrian Federal rail 

operator) and Flughafen Wien AG, which will run between Station Vienna Landstraße (wtth 

check-in facilities) and the airport station, will be operational from December 2003 This train 

will run at 30-minute intervals and reach the airport in 16 minutes. 

Ftg 77 City Airport Tioio 7CAT) 
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However in the medium- to long-term, from the point of view of Vienna. high-speed connec- 

tions must be created with the surrounding conurbations — in particular with Bratislava (and 

the airport). but also with Györ. Sopron, Brno, Linz and Graz — and the high-speed rail lines bet- 

ween the airport and Vienna and the Bruck/Leitha — Neusiedl/See — Eisenstadt areas expan- 

ded with the addition of new lines Whether the rail system feeds or competes with air traf- 

fic, it is essential that it has modern rolling stock offering comparable comfort to that of an 

aeroplane In addition to an attractive range of public transport, it is essential to provide good 

parking management by the airport, in particular for regular commercial commuters 

Since the beginning of 2001, within the scope of the "Vienna Airport Mediation Procedure" 

work has been carned out to find mutually-acceptable solutions, acceptable to all the parties 

involved, which can be contractually assured, with the oblective of planning in an acceptable 

way for the present and future pollution and other problems caused by air traffic to the local 

population and the environment. From the Viennese point of view, factors of particular interest 

ware assunng the long-term success of Vienna Airport, to maintain Vienna as a prosperous 

commercial location while minimising adverse effects on the enwronment which may be cau- 

sed in the future by the airport and its air traffic. 
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13. Mob((jty management 

Attempts to increase the efficiency of the transport system by means of operational and orga- 

nisational measures have been under way in Vienna for years. Since 1995 the Vienna Lines com- 

pany has been building up a computer controlled operations management system (rechner- 

gesteuertes Betriebsleitsystem — RBL), which at present includes 20 daytime and all night 

lines In the traffic control centre of the Vienna Police and the motoring associations, all infor- 

mation on the flow of traffic and stoppages is collected and passed on. All traffic information is 

passed on via the Federal Ministry of the Interior's All-Austria Traffic Information System 

(dsterreichweite Verkehrsinformationssystem — VIS) Information on construction sites is 

displayed on the Internet by Municipal Department 46 by means of a graphic construction site 

information system The electronic parking management and information system currently sup- 

plies real-time information on around 24 car parks and garages. ASFINALL the motorway finan- 

cing company, is in the process of building up a traffic control system for the Vienna conur- 

bation. Since 1991, passenger information has been available from the electronic journey plan 

information (Fahrplanauskunft — EFA) system of the East Region Transport Association 

(Verkehrsverbund Ost-Region — VOR). Austrian Railways (Osterreichischen Bundesbahnen — OBB) 

and Vienna Airport (Flughafen Wien — VIE) have their own rail — air travel plan information. 

For several years, the „Wiener Linien" and the OBB. in cooperation with car hire companies, 

have been offenng special packages for daily mobility needs The City of Vienna, the provin- 

ce of Niederösterreich and motoring associations established the Travel Community Exchange 

(www. fahrgemeinschaften. at) in 2002. 

Mobility management includes management of and between different transport systems, 

information on users, communication between the transport users and operators and the range 

of mobility-related services Transport users should be motivated to seek city-friendly alternati- 

ves when choosing their mode of transport Linder control by the City of Vienna, as part of the 

VEMA (Verkehrsmanagement Wien — Vienna Traffic Management) Prolect, an organisational 

structure is being built up to ensure a systematic exchange of information, the collation and 

use of traffic data and a strategie traffic control system. As an initial stage a communication 

platform and data pool between all involved is being developed. 

Within ten years Vienna should have a modern, inter-modal and regional traffic information 

system This system must benefit from developments with the Internet, mobile phones and 

navigation systems, in order to make information available to citizens quickly and cost-effec- 

tively The renewal of the traffic control centres and the dynamic traffic information system will 

ensure effective inter-modal control of traffic developments. Also, in Vienna in future there will 
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be a mobility advice service (e. g. "Mobility Cali Centre ) whose fieid of responsibility does not 

end with that of the transport companies, hut bundles together vanous hotlines (a free hotline 

for people with mobility difficulties. a cyclists' phone line, a Travel Community Exchange, etc ). 

The core services of a mohility consultancy schema are information on products and sertnces 

in the areas of transport, publicity work and awareness-raising. Mobt(tty management and adw- 

ce in schools will be an important area, as will operational mobility management and SMS— 

real-time tnquines on the arrival of the next bus or train (stop code). Incentives must be created 

which encourage operators to make use of mobility consultancy. An implementation of a mobi- 

lity effectiveness test in the Internet is possible, where individual journeys can be tested for 

economic efficiency and enwronmental fnendliness and compared (energy consumption, costa, 

etc. ). The development of mobility concepts for major events to encourage car-free travel by par- 

ticipants is also part of this sublect. 

Ftg 72 Mottrttty management 

"Soft" mobility measures include organisational measures with the objective of sustainable 

transport behaviour patterns. These are pnmarily information measures (e. g. basic mobility 

information packages for those motnng into the area) and marketing (public transport operators' 

ticket, car shanng, car pooling, teleworking) which can substantially increase the effectiveness 

of expansive infrastructure expansion works 
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14. Awareness raising 

14. Awareness rajsjng 

In the case of 37'/c of all lourneys in the urban system, Viennese travellers have bad a possible 

choice between the car and an environmentally-friendly mode of transport (walking, cycling 

or pubhc transport). 

Fig t3 Potentials tor change in rhe choice of modes of transpon through changes rn the iocai transport habits of I/iennese 
crtizens which are possibie at any time 

Minimal use of 
environmentally-fnendly 

modes of transport 2001 

Maximum use of 
environmentally-fnendly 

modes of transport 

~ Envlronmentally-fnendly modes of transport 
(walking, cychng, pubbc transport) 

~ Car 

Source' Sociaidata, resuits of a mohihty study carried out in connection wirb the deveiopment of the transport Master plan 
2003 tor yienna City Admrntstratron, yienna, 2002 

The potential for changing from the car to environmentally-fnendly forms of transport is about 

the same at 18'/c or 19'/c. This shows that changing travel behaviour by Viennese travellers 

involves both opportunities and nsks. The effectiveness of continued. targeted pub)tctty is 

shown by the example of the Vienna Lines in 1992 they began undertaking continued targe- 

ted marketing. They improved not only substantially increased passenger numbers, but also 

significantly the level of satisfaction. 

The improvement of the information on the traffic policy obiectweS made available to citizens, 

opinion-formers, politicians and the administration, and the acceptance of this information, 

should lead to a change in transport behawour. In order to ensure that these objectives can be 

achieved, packages of measures in the area of publicity (e. g. communication of the Transport 

Master Plan 2003, event-onented publicity, road safety campaigns, publicity modules for the 

districts, marketing initiatives for walking, cycling and urban parking policies), management of 

information and mobility education (e g education in comprehensive mobility instead an exces- 

sively car-dependent way of thinking, schools project days) should be pursued. 
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15. Steering instruments 

In addition to planning, organisational, operational and structural measures, mobility develop- 

ments can also be influenced by legal, fiscal and financial control instruments. 

An essential basic pnnciple of the Transport Master Plan is, moreover, an efficient design of the 

transport system. The pnnciple of "true cost" including the external costa of mobility develop- 

ments (consequential costs of accidents, damage from noise pollution, air pollution, climate 

change, etc) should be implemented in stages Existing instruments need to be adlusted with 

the City of Vienna adopting the role of proposer, appraiser or lobbyist and drawing on the 

readiness of other institutions to parucipate. In this context it will take an active role in achie- 

tnng the desired changes or preventing undesirable developments 

In the area of the Federal Road Traffic Order there is a need for change regarding overtaking 

or passing a train or tram stationary at a stop, both in relation to the priority rules in favour of 

public rail transport turning to the left and with regarda to cycle lane use obligations. 

The Vienna Land stete lews should specify the introducuon of upper limits for parking space 

numbers for non-residential use, and also the prerequisites for the introduction of a fee-based 

car park management system will be put in place 

So-called "Joh tickets" should be issued tax-free, and a restructuring of the fiscal promotion of 

a shift in commuter traffic towards environmentally-fnendly modes of transport should be for- 

ced, the tax on diesel should be made equal to that on petrol, and together with 

Niederosterreich the introduction of a traffic connection tax system and a "tax on traffic-gene- 

rating elements" should be examined. 

From the point of view of the City of Vienna, the level of tolls for Road Pricing should be at least 

29 cents per km and the legal penalties for offences which endanger road safety and incre- 

ase environmental impact (e. g. failure to observe speed limits, entenng lunctions before the 

exit ways are clear) should be increased. The short-stay parking rates and consumption taxes, 

unchanged since 1986, should be reviewed, and the award of grants for residential develop- 

ment should depend on areas with good public transport connections 

In addition to legal, fiscal and financial instruments, the City of Vienna can also increase chan- 

ge to sustainable mobility development on a contractual basis — for example by concluding 

mobility contracts 
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16. Measuring and managing success 

16. Measuring and managjng success 

Every five years, checks should be made to see to what extent objectwes have been achieved 

and measures implemented. Key criteria with quantitative target quantities (measures of suc- 

cess) are proposed for the checks, which should be compulsory and must be published. 

Tabie 3 Gotdhng critena and soccess benchmarks tor regerer monitoring of soccess 

Increase of the proportion of cycling to 8% by 2020 (2001) 

Modal split (lourneys of 
Viennese citizens every day) 

Traffic density in Vienna 

Keep the proportion of pedestnan traffic at 2001 levels (2001 ) 
', 'j!%pas((iiÄ; 

+!:e 
' " 

". , ', i'„':„'„', ;~rfÃ+jzbtfzkf(S )((('&)tiiM"~4lkijijtilißippßi!!irrT 

Change of distribution of modes of transport between pubbc 
transport and motorised individual transport by 2020 from 35 
to 65% to 45 to 55% (2001 ) 

;, 
'. ;ritz)da:bV:. (Tja. "(t)t)sÄj4', , 

No further increase in traffic crossing the Gurte) (2000) 
Reduction in averages within the Belt/Danube channel (2000) 

Mohihty choices 

Emissions 

The annual network season ticket price for Vienna to remain 

at least constant in relation to the average income (2002) 
""f' 

The instances of exceeding the maximum NO, limits at road 

intersections to be reduced to zero by 2010. (2002) 
jt)iy4i)! ~;~fz)sjas~~i~~&r j", ', 

xi 

5% reduction in traffic-caused COz per capita by 2010 (1987) 

There are additional cntenons which give a better estimate of the effectiveness of the imple- 

mented measures 
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17. Effects of the programme of measures 

With the help of traffic model calculations and quahtative evaluations by experts the effects of 

the proposed package of measures on the modal split and the pressure on the network will be 

estimated, with the effects also dependable on the non-assessable extent of implementation 

The estimate of effectiveness on choice of mode of transport clearly shows that structural 

measures are not sufficient, hut that a package of measures including "parking space manage- 

ment", "mobility management", "awareness raising" and the "use of steenng instruments" has a 

leading role in achieinng the desired objectives. There is an essential risk factor in the fact that 

the City of Vienna above all is only partially able to make decisions conceming the steenng 

instruments Also the extent to which desired environmental obiectives can be achieved is deter- 

mined by technical standards and steenng instruments, over which the City of Vienna has only 

little influence 

The checking of measures for their effect on generating equality of opportunity between the 

sexes shows an improvement in gender mainstreaming. Compensatory and follow-up measu- 

res are proposed for potential conf lict areas 

The measures contained in the Transport Master Plan have a positive effect on Vienna as a 

commercial location. 

In summary, it can be said that the objectives set are attainable, hut that success depends on 

good cooperation between all responsible parties. 
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18. Priorities, financing 

18. Priorities, financihg 

For measures with trans-regional effects, the following prolects are particularly importanc 

I Paris — Munich — Vienna — Budapest and Berün — Prague — Vienna — Tneste rail routes 

I Connection to Rail Corndor V Vienna — Airport — Sopran — Szombathely 

I Vienna Central Train Station — Centre of Europe 

I Vienna-Inzersdorf and Freudenau Port goods terminals 

I Expansion of the road network: A5 North motorway, A6 Kittsee Link, S1 Vienna orbital road 

Measures with special significance for the development of transport in Vienna are defined by the 

main points for negotiation in the Transport Master Plan Within the scope of the main points 

for negotiation, dunng the next three to five years the following measures should be introduced 

Tobte 4 Focat potnts tor actton and pnonty measores 

Point for negotiation Measures 

4hr, )folfrtg ~ 
ef, . tfte neaffs oi'~'~, '(', ;!-':IR, ' i. g 

Good and Available space 

Modal intersections, 50-location programme 

Increase anractiveness of pub(ic space when building garages 
(people's garages) 

Continual qua(ity improvement 

~~~~ügftt oh thor;~hof the rn(f(fy, 
" ' ' ' ' ' '' 

', 
, 

~~~~- e)(tf ~ionu stk~ 

S-Bahn plus 

lmprove attractiveness of mam routes, SBO. S 45 to Ostbahn 
brücke, increased frequency to Sussenbrunn 

Links between Donaulandebahn-Ostbahn lines 

Station campaigns. Vienna Central Train Station — Centre of 
Europa. Wien Mitte. Hütteldorf, Hat(igenstadt 

New stations: Unterdöbüng (S45), Gudrunstrasse (SBO). 
Leberstrasse (S7/SBO). A. Blamauer Gasse (main lines) 

Expansion of Park B Ride facilities at Heiligenstadt, 
Kaiser Ebersdorf 

Fast pub)ic transport routes 

"'e' 

Line 67 to Monte Las, Line 16 Flondsdorf — EB(ing/Gross 
Enzersdorf, Line 26 Kagraner Platz — Aspern, Line 6 (71) to 
Schwechat, Line O Vienna North — Friedrich-Engels-Platz 
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Point for negotiation Measures 

Systematic mobility 
Traffic management, mobility advice (e. g. transport cali centre) 
car sharing, travel communities, awareness raising 

Rail and road for Europe 

Vienna Station — Central Europe, Pottendorfer Line. Wien- 
St. Polten high-density section, Donauuferbahn — Donaulände- 
bahn connection (Winterhafenbrucke), A23 expansion from trunk 

road intersection to Prater intersection. A22 + 83 to Brunner 
Strasse. A23 Ast Simmering + 8225, extension of A23 + B3d, 
Seynng Link, B221 from 8230 to A23, 8229 4-lane from A22 
to BS, B1 Karlsplatz and Schloss Schonbrunn 

Dunng this period, the planning will also be begun of those projects whose implementation is 

proposed at a later date (eg. U2 Eurogate, U6 North, U6 South, Line 27 Grossiedlersdorf- 

Kagran, 6th Danube crossing/North-East orbital, etc ) 

In addition, programme already begun will be continued. These include in particular 

W the provision of 5, 000 — 6, 000 additional commermal parking spaces by 2010, 
W the prowsion of approx 8, 000 Park B Ride spaces by 2010 in Vienna and 5, 200 

spaces in the region, 

W further development of parking space management for the outlying distncb 

Stadthalle Pilot Prolect and 

W the adaptation of legal, fiscal and financial steering instruments to ensure the 

improved implementation of transport policy pnnciples and oblectives 

Financing 

The financing of investment projects has been undertaken in various ways: 

For A and S Federal highways this is undertaken by ASFINAG. B routes (formerly B Federal 

highways) are financed from lhe budget allocated to the City of Vienna after the transfer of 

part of the responsibility for the Federal highway network to the Land authorities. The remain- 

der of the road network is divided into that part of the main road network which, in the case 

of new roads. is partially paid for by the central City budget, and secondary roads. for which 

the district councils are responsible The Federal government is responsible for financing the 

rail infrastructure. The operation of the S-Bahn services is also the responsibiiity of the Federal 

government, in accordance with the Public Regional and Local Transport Law of 1999 — at the 
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level set for the 1999/2000 transport plan year. The financing of the fourth public transport 

expansion phase should also be undertaken 50% each by the Federal and Province govern- 

ments for the U-Bahn, in accordance with the "Vienna Contract". The expansion of the tram net- 

work is the responsibility of the City of Vienna 

The inclusion of pnvate investors and operators — Public Pnvate Partnership — should be exa- 

mined and pursued, in particular in contracts for traffic and mobildy management, the con- 

struction of stations, goods terminals, logistics centres and the connection of major projects on 

the penphery of the city with the public infrastructure. 

Proiects, and their costs and implementation timetables can be seen in the appendix. 
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Appendix 

The tables below show the malor investment projects with costs, insofar as these can be esti- 

mated, and implementation timetables In addition they show the ongoing implementation of 

smaller measures (eg. pedestrian schemas, public space, mobility management), agreed with 

the distnct authonties and partially financed from the district budget. No definable costa and 

implementation timetables can be given for these measures Prolects already under construc- 

tion (e. g. Lainzer Tunnel, 3(d phase of the U-Bahn expansion, S'I — Southern by-pass, etc. ) are 

not shown here. 

Tadle 5 (I) Non-motonsed transport and transport safety 

Transport safety 

Public spaces 

Cycle routes- 
remaining networke 

Ongoing implemantation of messers for which no definab(e costa 

or implementation timetables can be given 

5-year programme (o 2008 
Oistnct competence ~ ongoing measures and activittes 

X Implementation of prolects 

Tadle ö. (2) Leng-distance passenger and gouda transpon by rad 

Connection between West, South 
and Danube regional railway incl 

Lainzer Tunnel 
950 

Inzersdorf, East loop 5, 1 

Pottendorfer bne 58, 2 X X 
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Vienna — St Polten highnfensity section 50 

West station 

ftltthttbtltftd Tttffn Bfettett 
' "gaatftsr~~;-;-;;;:, s::;1 "AAS l 

Central marshalhng 14, 5 
yard East loop 

Bronn — Atzgersdorf 3rd track 13, 8 

af 

Absdorf — Hippersdorf and 

Tulln loop 

~hyteln ile'ii' 

Inzersdorf terminal, 2nd phase 152, 6 

Viertnatftfftat- ~Bfzttlftgft'. :. t. :;:. ;. la%. 

Vienna North Station, phase 2 58, 1 

VI) fafattlttttfy~ 

EWIWA/EWESO 
Gramatneusiedl — Wampersdorf — NO, Bgld. 

Sopron 

BT. 2 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

r 

X 

X 

X 

X „-'*„;-" K, ';l:='„ 

X 

" No preese cost estimate is ret avatlaote 
" Leng-Chstance and local rralfic 
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Tabia 7 (3) Public iraoaporr maaauraa (ragrooai transport, iocai rraoaponi 

Vienna North Station, 1st phase 14. 5 X 

Hütteldorf station 1st phase 29. 1 X 

Leopoldau station. 
track restructuring U1 

7, 3 X 

VIE Airport station NÖ X X 

Wien-Mitte. Heiägenstadt, Hüttel- 

dorf, Meidling S-Bahn stations 
X 

Improving attractiveness of 
main S-Bahn lines 

150 X 

Improving attractiveness of 
existing S-Bahn stations 

ll X X 

Higher density of S-Bahn stops 
foäowing infrastructure expansion 

c 
Ie 
ih 

Construction of Adolf Blamauer 
Gasse (Stammstrecke), 
Gudrunstrasse (SBO), Leberstrasse 
($7/SBO), Unterdöbling (S45) 
S-Bahn stations upgrading 

60 X X X 

SBO — construction phase 1 310 X X 

Extension of S45 from Nordbahn- 
brucke to Ostbahnbrücke/SBO 

Adaptation of S45 connecting 
bne incl. renovation of 
Hutteldorf station 

109 

Linking of Ostbahn- 
Donauländebahn )ines 

22 

SBO — upgrading phase 2 

Extension of Ostbahn, eastern )ine 

(Marchegg. Bratislava) 
NO X 

S15 Meidäng — Hütteldorf 14, 5 

Extension of Da(bahn (northem branch) 

Extension of Parndorf — Petrzalka NO 
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250 

X 

Line 67 to include Monte Las '15 X 

Line 0 North Station— 
Friedrich Engels-Platz 

26 X 

Line 16 Floridsdorf- 
Eßling/Gross Enzersdorf 

168 X X 

E Line 26 Strehersdorf — Aspern 50 

Line 6 (71 ) after Schwechat 30 

Line 65 to include Wienerberg 120 

Line 27 Grossjedlersdorf — Kagran 35 

Ongoing improvement measures 

(hfts, stops, etc. ) 
si 

The costa are dependant on ether measures and at present cannot be estimated 

Ongorng implementanon of measures for which no defrnable costa and implementauon 

timetables can be given 

~ Ongoing measures and activities 
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Tadle 8 (4) Malor road oerwork measures 

A22 + B3 bis Brunner Straße 73 

A23/A4 Prater intersection expansion 

A6-Kittsee Link 

Sl S2 — A5 north-aast bypass 

Sl A4 — A22, 6th Danube 
crossing (tunnel) 

A23 + B3d extension to national 

border 

S'I — A23 lunction Hansson curve 

11. 5 X X 

i 

NO, Bgld X X 

NO X X 

450 X 

, e, ', , a:$~. ". ;, *S", 4kßa~ea, ' oa . ~1+4 m' e 

200o 

' '*; 
. e'. 

="". '%, . . . . . '-'. . '-' 

109 X X 

B1 Karlsplata 

Layout improvement 

B229 4-lene from A22 to BB 

B14 Seitenhafenstraße 

B221 from B230 to A23 

4) 

'" " 'l'"4%'='-'"""-': 
15 X X 

9 X X 

60 X 
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Other maler road netzwerk measures 

B 228 25 

B1 Karlsplatz — Sezession 
bundling of directional 14 
lanes 

B232 B3 — Stammersdorfer Straße 

B227 Ast Muthgasse 
Ltnk vvith Muthgasse distnct 

Aapff@:. /@@I't II+. t 

Sudbahnviertel bnk u 

X 

X 

. ;~oftItusalktitgs „. :. ;:. ' 

" Aough cost estimaie accoiding to SuperNOyy for the Lobau and 
AsperiyEBting interchanges vanams preferred by yienna 

Oveiall cost of the north-aast bypass system & 1 4 1 ö billion 
" of yvhich A23 C 136 molton, B 3d e 64 milken " Open to traffic 2012 ' lmplementation nmetable and costa dependant on the locai area development and detarled planmng 

which is stitl to be completed 
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Tadle 9 (5) Ship and air transport 

Optimisation of navigable channel 
to the aast of Vienna 

NO X X X 

VIE Airport — noise reduction X 

Organisanonal measures 

Tadle (0 (5) Stationary lraffic 

Commercial garages X X 

Public Pnvate Pannership Prolects 

Table 7 7 (7) Mohility management and publioty 

ASFINAG traffic control system 44 X X 

Dynamic traffic 

information system 

Support for "soft" mobility 

measures car shanng, 2) 

travel communities, etc 

~ Ongoing measures and activities 
The cosrs cannor be precisely esrimated 
Ongoing implementation of maasures for which no definable cosls and implementafion timerables can be given 
Overall prolect 3 new iraffic control computer plus new traffic light systems 
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